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Revised streetscape arrangement for Wickham and Ann Street. The more efficient 
network improves connectivity for vehicles, but more importantly cyclists and 
pedestrians. 

A central planted drainage channel will capture and filter road run off and provide a 
sustainable source of rain water for reuse throughout Centenary Place. 

Revised one-way shared use lane way that 
provides a ‘kiss and go’ space for All Hallows 
School, while also promoting pedestrian 
connectivity and adaptive and flexible use 
of spaces traditionally given over wholly to 
the motor vehicle. 

Columnar or broad canopy trees planted 
within the centre of pedestrianised streets 
provide shade for users beneath, while 
still allowing suitable space for outdoor 
dinning and retail. Robust and native sub-
tropical plantings will also help to soften 
and reduce the heat loading of these 
urban spaces. 

Road connection with Ivory Street to 
provide direct connection to Fortitude 
Valley from Eagle Street and CBD. 

New maximum two storey tenancies built 
in the centre of Queen Street will provide 
dinning and retail opportunities for residents 
of existing and proposed towers as well as 
hotel patrons and visitors to Brisbane.

Raised planting beds provide seating 
opportunities while also allowing ample 
space for planting and soft scaping. These 
planting spaces have been arranged to hile 
also providing clear trafficable space for 
service and emergency vehicles. 

Wide verges not only allow ample planting 
and soft scaping while also providing clear 
trafficable space for service and emergency 
vehicles. 

New urban spaces have been designed to 
allow passive recreation opportunities and 
combine turf, raised decks and pavement 
to provide inner city retreats during the day 
and night. 

New community facilities will provide Fortitude Valley Residents with digital libraries, 
wifi, conference rooms, web-conferencing, hot-desking and rentable performance, 
study and work spaces. End of trip facilities will help Brisbane City Council to promote 
an active lifestyle and provide Fortitude Valley workers with a viable alternative to 
private transport. Being predominately digitally based, this new model education 
facility will provide Brisbane entrepreneur and students with the tools to develop 
new ideas and technologies while also being flexible and more easily upgraded than 
traditional centres. 

Located in the original intersection of some of Brisbane’s oldest streets and 
unlocked under the reworking of the road network, Innovation Quarter provides a 
flexible, well connected and inviting public space for residents, workers and visitors 
to Fortitude Valley. With enough space for festivals, seasonal events, public forums 
and markets, this new common aims to give Fortitude Valley a viable and easily 
accessible programmable space. Innovation Quarter will also cover an underground 
aquifer fed by the proposed surrounding buildings, streets and public realm and will 
provide storage capacity or re-use in park amenities and for irrigation. 

A new destination playground, including 
nature play will provide children living in 
the inner city with a high quality, safe and 
fun space to explore, learn and socialise. 
New shade structures and barbecues 
nestled amongst the large existing fig 
trees will provide more opportunity for 
interaction with this important remanent 
of Brisbane’s heritage. 

New public realm will connect new affordable housing, retail and commercial 
tenancies with public transport, upgraded  Centenary Place and the new energised 
public realm. These spaces provide quiet and shaded streetscape that facilitates a 
wide variety of recreation pursuits and interaction while remaining safe with clear 
sight lines and passive surveillance. 

Existing vegetation and public artworks throughout the park will be retained and 
protected during all phases of construction.  

New basketball half court outdoor ping pong tables and shelter structures to 
increase the possible uses of Centenary Place.  

Proposed elevated connection to Cathedral Place to provide safe connection 
through Centenary Place and over the existing ring road. 

New Centre for Aboriginal art, culture and language included as part of the new 
commercial tower in Stage 1. This aims to provide education, social and community 
connection for local and regional aboriginal people. 

Dear 
Future...

In a world where innovative technology is ever 
evolving our understanding of what society needs 
and what it will become, our proposal looks to the 
future of city building.  

With approximately 200,000 businesses located in 
the Brisbane metropolitan area, and an associated 
economy valued at $135 billion in 2012, the 
14 suburbs making up this central heart are 
connected by the key transport and infrastructure 
networks such as that which runs through 
Fortitude Valley. 

As a driver, your experience of this metropolitan 
landscape is vastly different to that of pedestrians 
and cyclists. Both struggle to navigate the 
inefficient and complex network, which offers 
minimal benefits for either user group. Extending 
from the urban hub of the CBD into the up-n-
coming commercial realm of Fortitude Valley, 
dilapidated buildings can been seen alongside 
historical landmarks and new multistorey towers. 
An opportunity exists to build a better future. 

Our solution seeks to capitalise on the innovation 
that the future brings, though evolving our 
understanding of what a ‘road’ network entails, 
up-cycling and repurposing existing buildings, 
unlocking underutilised land and increasing 
development potential.     
Our understanding of the site complexities is 
framed by our knowledge as architects, urban 
designers, landscape architects and master 
planners. It provides benefits for everyday 
Queenslanders, be it drivers, pedestrians or 

cyclists through reduced congestion, improved 
pedestrian circulation patterns and the provision 
of increased open space. The proposed urban 
enhancements will offer an enviable commuter 
route to and from workplaces throughout the 
city. Local residents to the CBD and Valley will 
experience similar benefits, with increased retail 
outlets as a result of an invigorated openspace, 
improved public transport and repurposed 
heritage buildings.  

For developers, the greatest gains will come from 
the improved social atmosphere which continues 
to drive-up property values in revitalising 
communities such as Bowen Hills, Hamilton 
and Eagle Farm. The development potential of 
Fortitude Valley therefore rests in the hands of 
the transport and infrastructure panning which 
connects the city centre with the eastern fringe of 
the metropolitan zone and the social environment 
which it fosters.  

The technological advancements in driverless 
cars, ‘straddle’ busses and virtual augmented 
realities is changing the face of ‘city building’. Our 
design therefore focuses on achievable solutions 
that visionary while also improving amenity 
and increasing development potential, through 
creating an activated extension of the city which is 
safe for pedestrians and cyclists day and night.

The proposed design integrates changes to 
traffic direction and streetscape layout which 
will allow for improved public transport. It sees 
increased openspace and enhanced non-vehicular 

connectivity to the city, valley and riverfront which 
will allow for improved pedestrian circulation. To 
support the creation of a more usable network, 
an increase of high quality commercial space will 
encourage revitalisation and in turn, activation 
of the public realm. To future proof Brisbane as 
it grows and develops into a new world city, we 
must evolve our infrastructure and built form, 
to respond to the ever evolving technology and 
associated needs of the next generation. 
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